Full Body Protection

Flea & Tick Collar for Puppies

KILLS
- Fleas
- Ticks

Ultra Guard

Flea & Tick Collar for Puppies

Full Body Protection

7 Month Protection

Water resistant - fresh scent

For your dog to wear

ACTIVATION STRETCH... and it's ready

To activate collar, hold at each end

See back panel for additional precautionary statements.

Do not let children play with this collar.

Flea & Tick Collar for Puppies

U A FLEAS • TICKS •

Fits up to 15" necks

Uses a slow release insecticide to protect your dog from fleas and ticks. The collar is designed to control numbers of fleas and ticks for your dog on a daily basis.

The collar is intended for use on dogs 12 weeks of age or older. Do not use on puppies under 12 weeks of age.

When worn, the collar will begin to kill fleas and ticks immediately.

The collar continues to kill fleas and ticks for up to 7 months. It is not necessary to remove the collar when bathing your dog. For continuous flea and tick protection under normal conditions, the collar must be replaced every 7 months.

To replace collar, remove the collar from the dog. If signs of sensitivity occur, remove the collar and bathe your pet with mild soap and rinse. Under conditions where dogs are exposed to severe flea and tick infestations, replacement of the collar every 3 months may be necessary.

Use only on dogs. READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE EACH USE.

For additional information on this pesticide product including precautions, first aid, and emergency response, call our Poison Control Center or doctor, or go for treatment.

Have the product container or label with you when calling.

FIRST AID

See back panel for additional first aid information.

If Swallowed:

Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice. Have this product's container or label with you when calling.

If In Eyes:

Rinse eye immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing.

If On Skin Or Clothing:

Wash immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

This collar is intended for use only as an insecticide generator.

Permit the collar to move about the neck. Generally, a collar must be worn loosely to allow for growth of the dog and to provide for easy attachment or removal of other collars or项ords.

The insecticide generator is not a prescription drug. Consult a veterinarian before using this product on debilitated, aged, or medicated animals.

The Hartz Mountain Corporation.

400 Plaza Drive - Secaucus, NJ 07094

For more information, call our experts at 1-800-275-1414

© 2013 Hartz Mountain Corporation.

HISTORY

09/17/08 NEW jqr
9/22/08 rs. REV 1 - new dieline
11/20/08 jqr - REV 2 - text edits per Plus
01/06/09 jqr - REV 3 - change wording for sizing
02/24/09 jqr - REV 4 - text edits, new storage directions
03/10/09 jqr: REV 5 - text edits, new 880 number information
03/16/09 jqr: ftp to Standard
07/15/10 @. - update language/EPA numbers
08/03/10 jqr - changes side panel
08/11/10 - jqr - ftp to Standard
07/22/13 - jqr: update to new graphics, new rm
10/07/13 - pm revise collar graphic and copy
10/15/13 - jqr - revise copy
10/31/13 - jqr - add dot leaders to actives
11/15/13 - jqr: changes per regulatory
11/15/13 - jqr: release to Standard
08/31/16 - jqr - update dieline, update to graphic refresh style, Prop 65 language back panel, new RM, new ITF
09/22/16 RS: change Warning to Notice in Prop 65
09/26/16 - jqr - release to Standard
05/30/17 jqr - new Prop 65 master label
09/29/17 - jqr - more changes to storage info
09/29/17 - jqr - many more changes to storage, and first aid